Test-retest and alternate forms reliability of the Assisting Hand Assessment
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Objective: The Assisting Hand Assessment (AHA) has earlier demonstrated excellent validity and rater reliability. This study aimed to evaluate test-retest reliability of the AHA and alternate forms reliability between Small kids vs School kids AHA and the 2 board games in School kids AHA.

Design: Test-retest and alternate forms reliability was evaluated by repeated testing with 2 weeks interval.

Subjects: Fifty-five children with unilateral cerebral palsy, age range 2 years and 3 months to 11 years and 2 months.

Methods: Intraclass correlation coefficients and smallest detectable difference were calculated. Common item and common person linking plots using Rasch analysis and Bland-Altman plots were created.

Results: Intraclass correlation coefficients for test-retest was 0.99. Alternate forms intraclass correlation coefficients were 0.99 between Small kids and School kids AHA and 0.98 between board games. Smallest detectable difference was 3.89 points (sum scores). Items in common item linking plots and persons in common person linking plots were within 95% confidence intervals, indicating equivalence across test forms.

Conclusion: The AHA has excellent test-retest and alternate forms reliability. A change of 4 points or more between test occasions represents a significant change. Different forms of the AHA give equivalent results.
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INTRODUCTION

The number of outcome measures or tests available in children’s rehabilitation has grown rapidly (1). Measures are fundamental tools both within research and clinical practice, and form the basis for evidence-based practice. Some requirements have to be met for a test to be useful. Most importantly, a test needs to be valid, which refers to whether the test is measuring what it is intended to measure. Measures are not valid unless they have high precision and demonstrate good reliability (2). This study is one step in a process of evaluating the psychometric properties of the Assisting Hand Assessment (AHA). The purpose of the AHA is to measure and describe how effectively children with unilateral disabilities use their affected hand when performing bimanual activities. The AHA was developed for children with unilateral cerebral palsy and obstetric brachial plexus palsy (OBPP) aged 18 months to 12 years of age (3, 4). Administration of the AHA involves a play session using bimanual activities, which serve as a means for observing a child’s typical way of using his or her affected hand. For children aged 18 months to 5 years the play session involves spontaneous play with toys requiring 2 hands (Small kids AHA). For children aged 6–12 years a recently developed board game (School kids AHA) provides an age-appropriate context for handling the same toys as in the Small kids AHA. In order to enhance motivation and flexibility, the board game has 2 different contexts; firstly, the Alien game, set in space, and secondly, a fantasy theme, called the Fortress game. It is recommended to use the board games for children from the age of 6 years.

The psychometric properties of the AHA have been described in earlier studies (3–6). The validity and aspects of reliability were evaluated using Rasch measurement analysis with excellent results. It was shown that AHA items measure a unidimensional construct, has very good targeting of item difficulties to person abilities and the scale has a high person separation measure (3–5). Inter-rater and intra-rater reliability of the Small kids AHA was investigated and found to be excellent. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for inter-rater was 0.97 in a 20-rater design and 0.98 in a 2-rater design and 0.99 for intra-rater reliability (6).

There are a few aspects of reliability remaining to be evaluated for the AHA, one of which is test-retest reliability. In all measures a certain degree of variation is present and a test-retest evaluation reveals the magnitude of measurement error caused by repeated testing.
by chance, rater variation or variation of the performance of the assessed person on different occasions. With established test-retest reliability it is possible to estimate whether and to what extent the possible differences found on the measure are due to a real change in the person’s ability or are within the measurement error of the test. Test-retest reliability is evaluated by testing subjects on repeated occasions; the measure is repeated in a time interval short enough for the ability to be stable and long enough to avoid learning or memory effects (7). The term intra-rater is sometimes used interchangeably with test-retest. Here a difference is made between the 2: intra-rater reliability is the agreement between repeated observations of the same test session (i.e. using a videotape). This isolates intra-rater error, since the performance of the individual on the videotape does not change. When evaluating test-retest reliability the individual is tested twice, in the case of AHA this involves repeated videotaping. Test-retest reliability inevitably includes intra-rater error. The other aspect of reliability remaining to be evaluated for the AHA is whether the different forms of the test (Small kids vs School kids and the Alien game vs the Fortress game) give equal results. One purpose of developing the AHA for older ages was to be able to measure development over time, and the 2 forms of the board game were developed to be used interchangeably. In both cases we need to know whether the test scores obtained from different forms of the test are comparable. Therefore the alternate forms reliability (2, 8) needs to be evaluated for the AHA. Thus, the aim of this study was to evaluate test-retest reliability of the AHA and to evaluate alternate forms reliability between the Small kids vs School kids AHA and between the Alien vs Fortress forms of School kids AHA.

METHODS

Participants
A convenience sample of 55 children, age range 2 years and 3 months to 11 years and 2 months (mean 5 years and 8 months, standard deviation (SD) 26 months), divided into 3 groups were included in the study (Table 1). The aim was to recruit 18 children in each group, with sample size calculated using the method by Walter et al. (9). The calculation was based on the assumptions that the lowest acceptable ICC was 0.7 and the target ICC was 0.9. The children were recruited via outpatient rehabilitation clinics and a special school setting in Australia, the Netherlands and Sweden. All children were diagnosed with unilateral cerebral palsy. No children received any form of intensive therapy to

Design and procedure
This study had 3 groups: group 1 (n = 18) evaluated test-retest reliability of Small kids AHA, aged 18 months to 5 years; group 2 (n = 18) evaluated alternate forms reliability of Small kids vs School kids AHA, aged 5–6 years. Half of the group was allocated to the Small kids AHA for the first session and the other half to the School kids AHA. Both board games were used; and group 3 (n = 19) evaluated alternate forms reliability of the Alien vs Fortress board games in the School kids AHA, aged 6–12 years. Ten children were allocated to the Fortress game and 9 to the Alien game for the first session and groups were then swapped.

All children were filmed twice, with approximately 2 week’s interval (mean 13 days, SD 5 days). All play sessions were assessed by the same rater to avoid involvement of inter-rater bias. To reduce potential rater bias due to memory of a child’s first assessment whilst rating their second assessment, both videos of one child were not assessed during the same day and there was always assessment of other children undertaken in between ratings of the same child.

Statistical analysis
Reliability is usually expressed as a reliability coefficient, which estimates to what extent test scores are free from measurement error (7, 8). In this study the ICC was calculated using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) (model 1,1 according to Shroft & Fleiss (11)) as the reliability coefficient for both sum scores and logit measures. To analyse whether there were systematic differences between test occasions and test forms Bland-Altman plots were created. In the Bland-Altman plot differences between test sessions were plotted against their mean and the limits of agreement were calculated as the mean difference ± 2 SD of the difference (12). To evaluate reliability on an item level both ICC (1,1) and percentage agreement were calculated. For items with ICC below 0.70 Wilcoxon signed-ranks test was conducted to analyse whether the low ICC was due to systematic differences between sessions or forms.

The standard error of measurement (SEM) gives clinically useful information as it expresses measurement error in the same unit as the test measure. The SEM was calculated from an ANOVA analysis as the square root of the pooled MeanSquare-time and MeanSquare-person x time. The SEM can be used to calculate a 95% confidence interval of ± 1.96 SEM around the sum score (13). The smallest detectable change (SDD) expresses the smallest change that must take place between 2 measurements for the test to detect a real change with 95% certainty (14, 15). The SDD was calculated from the formula SDD = SEM x 1.96 x √2 (14). The SEM and subsequently SDD were calculated for AHA sum score, both in the unit sum scores and logits. The level of significance for the resulting SDD was calculated from the formula Z = (measure 1 – measure 2)/S2 SEM, as outlined by Eliasizw et al. (16).

Alternate forms of the AHA were further compared in the context of Rasch analysis. The item difficulties were compared in a common item

---

Table 1. Participants: age at first filming, sex and affected side in each study group (n = 55)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Age range</th>
<th>Age, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Sex, affected side of body, n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2 y 3 m–4 y</td>
<td>3 y 3 m (8 m)</td>
<td>6/12 girls, 10/8 boys,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5 y 1 m–6 y</td>
<td>5 y 8 m (6 m)</td>
<td>9/9 right, 12/6 left,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6 y 1 m–11 y</td>
<td>7 y 10 m (20 m)</td>
<td>6/13 right, 11/8 left,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

m: months; SD: standard deviation; y: years.
linking plot. This was done by plotting item difficulties for 2 forms against each other with a 95% confidence band drawn in the plot. If 95% of the items fell within the confidence bands the test item estimates were regarded as invariant (17). Person ability estimates from different test forms were plotted in a common person linking plot. The 2 forms were regarded as measuring the same construct if 95% of the person measures fell within the confidence bands. The relative difficulty of the tests is shown by the position of the empirical line crossing the y-axis. If the empirical line falls through the origin the forms can be said to have equal difficulty (17).

RESULTS

Test-retest ICC was 0.99 for the Small kids AHA. Alternate forms ICCs were 0.99 between the Small kids and the School kids AHA and 0.98 between the Alien and the Fortress board games in the School kids AHA (Tables II and III). Reported ICCs are valid both for sum scores and logit measures. Bland-Altman plots show that all differences between sessions are within the limits of agreement (Fig. 1).

The SEM from test-retest data on AHA was 1.40 for the Small kids AHA, giving a SDD of 3.89 (Table II). A change of 3.89 sum scores has a significance of \( p = 0.049 \).

Item ICCs and percentage of total agreement for both test-retest and alternate forms are shown in Table IV. In test-retest for Small kids 18 of 22 items have ICCs over 0.70. Of the

| Table II. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC), standard error of measurement (SEM) and smallest detectable difference (SDD) for test-retest and alternate forms reliability of the Assisting Hand Assessment (AHA) |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| | SEM | SDD |
| ICC (95% CI) | SEM | SDD |
| Sum scores Logits | Sum scores Logits |
| Test-retest reliability | | |
| Small kids (n = 18) | 0.99 (0.97–0.99) | 1.40 | 0.35 | 3.89 | 0.97 |
| Alternate forms reliability | | |
| Small kids vs School kids (n = 18) | 0.99 (0.98–0.99) | 1.15 | 0.25 | 3.19 | 0.68 |
| Alien vs Fortress (n = 19) | 0.98 (0.96–0.99) | 1.32 | 0.28 | 3.65 | 0.76 |

*ICC was identical for sum scores and for logit scores of the AHA. CI: confidence interval.

Table III. Mean and standard deviation (SD) for each test session or test form in the 3 parts of the reliability study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test-retest reliability</th>
<th>AHA sum scores mean (SD)</th>
<th>AHA logits mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>48.6 (13.6)</td>
<td>−1.23 (3.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retest</td>
<td>49.4 (12.8)</td>
<td>−1.01 (2.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternate forms reliability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small kids vs School kids</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small kids</td>
<td>55.6 (11.9)</td>
<td>0.34 (2.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School kids</td>
<td>54.9 (12.1)</td>
<td>0.20 (2.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alien vs Fortress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alien</td>
<td>56.3 (9.7)</td>
<td>0.50 (2.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortress</td>
<td>56.2 (10.7)</td>
<td>0.44 (2.26)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AHA: Assisting Hand Assessment.
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Fig. 1. Bland-Altman plots: difference against mean for Assisting Hand Assessment (AHA): (a) test-retest for Small kids AHA; (b) alternate forms between Small kids vs School kids; and (c) alternate forms between Alien and Fortress forms of the School kids AHA. Solid line: group mean difference. Dotted line: limits of agreement according to Bland & Altman.
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Assisting Hand Assessment reliability

4 items with lower ICCs, 2 can be explained by low variance, as they have 100% and 94% total agreement. The remaining items “changes strategies” and “moves upper arm” have both low ICC and total agreement. There was however no systematic difference between test and test-retest for “changes strategies”, \( p = 0.257 \), and “moves upper arm”, \( p = 0.206 \). In the alternate forms comparison of Small kids and School kids, the item “proceeds” had low ICC and total agreement, but there was no significant difference between the alternate forms \( (p = 0.102) \).

In alternate forms for School kids 4 items had ICCs lower than 0.70; however, they all had total agreement over 70%.

Common item linking plots for both alternate forms trials (Fig. 2) show that all items in each plot are within the confidence bands. Thus, as a whole test items are equally difficult between forms of the AHA. In the Small kids vs School kids plot, the “changes strategies” item falls very close to the confidence band; indicating that the School kid’s activity may place slightly higher demands on children than the Small kid’s activity for this

![Fig. 2. Common item linking plots: (a) Small kids vs School kids Assisting Hand Assessment (AHA); (b) Alien vs Fortress games.](j_rehabil_med_41)
item. In the common person linking plots (Fig. 3), all person measures fall within the confidence bands, indicating that the compared forms measure the same construct. Also in both plots the empirical line falls through the origin, meaning that the relative difficulties of the compared forms are equal.

**DISCUSSION**

This study reports evidence of excellent test-retest reliability for the Small kids AHA. The high ICC indicates that the AHA is a stable test, with children’s behaviour being very similar in repeated test sessions. The test-retest-SEM of 1.4 points (sum score) can be compared to the intra-rater SEM published earlier, which was 1.2 points (6). Considering test-retest error of the AHA consists of both intra-rater error, variation by chance and between-session variability in the child, the difference between the 2 SEMs is remarkably low. This indicates test-retest variability is, to a large extent, due to intra-rater error, and children’s performance is very stable across test sessions.

The SDD for test-retest of 3.89 sum scores indicates that a change in AHA scores from one test session to the next must be 4 sum scores or more to be considered a true change with 95% certainty. Eliasziw et al. (16) suggested calculating the significance level for a given score change. When using their formula (see Methods section) a score change of 4 sum scores is a significant change with \( p = 0.046 \).

The test-retest reliability for the School kids AHA was not explicitly evaluated in this study because a “pure” test-retest trial would have involved repeated testing with the same board game. Such a trial would logically involve less error than our alternate forms trial. Some conclusions about the test-retest reliability for this age group can, however, be drawn from the alternate forms trial, where the children were tested with different board games with 2 weeks interval. From this follows that the alternate forms ICC of 0.98 that was found between the board games is the minimum test-retest ICC, thus, test-retest reliability can be assumed to be excellent also for School kids AHA. Likewise, the SDD of 3.65 is the maximum SDD for the School kids AHA, and thus a change of 4 sum scores or more can be considered a true change.

This study demonstrates excellent alternate forms reliability of the Small kids vs School kids AHA, and the Alien vs Fortress board games. From the results in the alternate forms trial we conclude that testing with both the Small kids and School kids AHA and the 2 different board games give directly comparable results. The fact that the SDDs for alternate forms were not higher than for the test-retest design indicates that changing between test forms as children grow older does not increase the variability in test results. Thus, when using different forms of the AHA the SDD of 4 sum scores is still valid.

Test-retest reliability of the AHA has earlier been investigated in 2 studies by Buffart and colleagues (18, 19) involving children with both congenital transverse reduction deficiency (with and without prosthesis) and radius deficiencies. They reported lower ICC values, varying between 0.70 and 0.94. These results are not easily compared with ours, particularly due to the lack of validation for use of the AHA in children with unilateral upper limb reduction deficiencies. Using the current items may lead to difficulty in interpreting the manual resulting in unreliable scores. Adjustment of items and validation of the AHA for children with upper limb reduction deficiency is currently being undertaken.

The AHA was earlier validated for both children with unilateral cerebral palsy and OBPP, but in this trial no children with OBPP were recruited, which is a limitation of the study. This was mainly due to practical reasons. At recruitment sites there were very few children with OBPP. Therefore, a decision to conduct the study without this group represented was made. In children with cerebral palsy there is evidence of more variability in testing than other populations, e.g. measures of range of movement may vary between occasions due to fluctuating muscle tone (20). This is also commonly known and taken into account in experimental studies (21). Because children with OBPP do not have a central nervous system damage it is likely that they will be more consistent in their performance. Despite these limitations, it is most likely that the SDD found is also valid for children with OBPP.

Another limitation in this study was that there were no children under the age of 2 years in the test-retest trial. It is quite possible that children as young as 18 months display
more variability across test occasions; therefore it would be interesting to conduct a trial including these very young children to compare results.

In this study a range of statistical methods were used to evaluate data. This is in many ways consistent with Lexell & Downham’s (22) proposal for reliability studies. We found that these different statistics complemented each other. For example, the use of percentage agreement is not usually recommended (8); however, we found it useful for providing additional information on the item ICCs, an analysis that is very dependent on variance. The ICC is commonly reported, but merely informs about the magnitude of measurement error relative to between-subject variability for the group tested. Therefore we find the SEM and SDD to be more useful, both in clinical practice and research, to inform about the measurement error for the scores of an individual and the amount of change that constitutes a real change.

In conclusion, this study has shown that test-retest and alternate forms reliability of the AHA is excellent. Test scores from the Small kids AHA and School kids AHA, as well as the 2 board games in the School kids AHA are directly comparable. Thus, reliable AHA-measures can be produced for children over the age span 18 months to 12 years by use of the different test versions. A score change on the AHA of 4 sum scores or more between 2 test sessions is, with 95% certainty, a real change.
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